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Friends of the Ordinariate

From the President of the Friends of the Ordinariate
A Message for Eastertide
In his Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii
Gaudium, Pope Francis tells us that the
Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ is
an “irresistible force” that “energises”
our mission of evangelisation. The risen
Christ is “the well-spring of our hope”
who will not “deprive us of the help we
need to carry out [this] mission”.
The Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham
has a definite and profound part to play in the mission of
spreading the Good News of Christ’s victory over sin and
death, especially here in Britain. It has a unique role to play
in the Church’s “new evangelisation” by bringing Anglican
patrimony into the full communion of the Catholic Church. As
the Holy Father also says in Evangelii Gaudium: “In these first
two Christian millennia, countless peoples have received the
grace of faith, brought it to flower in their daily lives and handed
it on in the language of their own culture … In the diversity of
peoples who experience the gift of God, each in accordance with
its own culture, the Church expresses her genuine catholicity
and shows forth the ‘beauty of her varied face.’”

For centuries, a particularly English and ancient culture
of Catholic truth has been treasured and guarded within the
Church of England, while Anglicanism itself is interwoven into
the culture of British society – it forms part of the fabric of
our identity on these islands. As a structure that introduces
Anglican tradition into the universal Church, the Ordinariate
is therefore a profound tool of the “new evangelisation” – it
brings into modern Catholicism an ancient British expression
of Christian life, while also providing a bridge between the
Catholic Church and deeply rooted elements of British
religious culture.

The Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham has
already achieved a great deal in a very short time, and a lot of
what we have already done has only been possible through
the generous support of our Friends. By supporting the
Friends of the Ordinariate, you are helping to build a future for
the Church that is intrinsic to the vision both of Pope Emeritus
Benedict XVI and Pope Francis. You are also helping to provide
the material tools needed for our mission to preach the
Gospel to the people of England and Wales.
I would therefore like to take this opportunity to thank
you for your support and to encourage you to continue
in your generosity, while also wishing you all a blessed
remainder of Eastertide and a wonderful Summer ahead.
Yours in the Lord,

The Rt Revd Mgr Keith Newton
Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady
of Walsingham
President of the Friends of the Ordinariate
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How the Friends
support the Ordinariate
Here are just a few of the ways in which the Friends
have supported the mission of the Ordinariate over the
past few months.
The Friends’ have provided financial support to the
Ordinariate to pay the costs of employing a Communications
Officer. We are also covering the living costs of one of the
young Ordinariate priests, and have providing support
for the Sisters of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Kingstanding,
Birmingham.
More details about the way we support the Ordinariate
and the projects we are involved in will be available in the
next issue of this Newsletter.

Friends of the Ordinariate

Message from the Chairman
We should be thankful for all that the Ordinariate has given
We are now in the third year of the life of the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham. Though only
a very small part of the Universal Church, its impact is
becoming discernable despite the continuing shortage
of funds and lack of church buildings which the many
Ordinariate groups can call home.
The number of Ordinariate priests who were formerly
Anglican priests is about 80 plus four former Anglican
bishops. It may also surprise readers to learn that over the
last 30 years some 400 former Anglican priests have been
ordained as Catholic priests. This transfer of manpower
from the Church of England to the Catholic Church is truly
remarkable. The effects of this transfer have not yet been
fully assessed but it goes a long way towards explaining
the shortage of priests in the Church of England, a
shortage which has to a certain extent been resolved by
the ordination of women.
The number of lay members of the Ordinariate
remains very small but this is not surprising. First, the
appeal of the Ordinariate is much stronger for priests
who spend time in careful and prayerful consideration
of the essential oneness of the Church and of the need
therefore to be in communion with the Holy Father. For
those Anglican priests who accept the sacramental nature
of the priesthood, communion with the Holy Father is
of paramount importance. The second reason is a more
practical one. When people enter into communion with
the Catholic Church by joining the Ordinariate, they lose
access to their local (Anglican) parish church. Many of
these are of great beauty, not only those churches built
before the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, but also many of
those built in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
A new member of the Ordinariate has to leave behind a
beautiful church such as All Saints’ Church, Brixworth
(one of the very few Anglo-Saxon churches in England)
or St Martin’s, Salisbury and move to a church which may
have little architectural merit and which has to be shared
with another Catholic congregation. The fact that so many
priests have taken this route is truly remarkable. Nonordinariate Catholics should reflect on the sacrifices of
their new co-religionists and be thankful for the ministry
of priests whose original vocations were found within the
Church of England.

Cardinal Müller, Prefect of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, recently said: “Anglicans will be
interested in how well you are able to make a home in the
Catholic Church that is more than just assimilation, while
Catholics will want to know that you are here to stay,
strengthening our ecclesial cohesion rather than setting
yourselves apart as another divisive grouping within the
Church ... It is your delicate, but all-important task both to
preserve the integrity and distinctiveness of your parish

communities and, at the same time, help your people
integrate into the larger Catholic community”.

Turning his attention to the importance of the
sacred liturgy as the expression of communion, Cardinal
Müller said that the ordinaries’ role in this regard was
critical. “By ensuring that the sacred liturgy is celebrated
worthily and well, you further the communion of the
Church by drawing people into the worship of God who is
communio”. He added that the sacred liturgy was also the
“privileged place” for encountering Anglican patrimony,
which was how Ordinariate parishes and communities
distinguished themselves, bearing witness to the faith in
the diversity of its expression.

The Ordinariate groups in England and Wales are
working towards the goal of ecclesial cohesion by
welcoming non-Ordinariate Catholics to their Masses and
by striving to ensure that “the sacred liturgy is celebrated
worthily and well”; an English liturgy that is beautiful,
traditional and accompanied by the best music composed
in the United Kingdom over the last 400 years.

The Ordinariate group in Scotland led by Fr Len Black
has already put into practice the advice of Cardinal Müller.
All celebrations of Mass on Sundays are in the Ordinariate
Use of the Roman Rite. This is also true of the main
Sunday Mass at other Ordinariate groups and in particular
at the Ordinariate’s principal church, Our Lady of the
Assumption and St Gregory, Warwick Street (London, W1).
Since I last wrote to you the Friends have sponsored
an Epiphany Carol Service followed by Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament. Then at the beginning of February
there was a service of Evensong and Benediction at Our
Lady of the Assumption, Warwick Street to celebrate the
Feast of Candlemas. These are small steps but we are
guided by the vision of the Pope Emeritus, of the Holy
Father Pope Francis and of Cardinal Müller. Our goal as
Friends of the Ordinariate is to help the Ordinary and the
priests of the Ordinariate prepare as warm a welcome
as we can for the disillusioned and lost members of the
Church of England, who see only decline and confusion in
their home parishes. By so doing we will be contributing
our part in the New Evangelisation, strengthening the
Catholic Church in England and Wales and bringing
to fruition the vision of Blessed John Henry Newman
who realised that becoming a more catholic member of
the Church of England was not the same thing at all as
entering into communion with the Catholic Church.

Nicolas Ollivant
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Our Lady of Walsingham: “May is Mary’s Month”
The National Shrine’s 80th Anniversary
By Edmund Matyjaszek

“When England comes back to Walsingham, Mary will come back to England”
Such we understand were the words of Pope Leo XIII
early in 1897, when blessing the statue that was to be
set up in the first shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham
since the destruction of the great shrine in 1538. This
was in a Catholic church at King’s Lynn. In Norfolk, yes:
but some way from the original site itself. But already
the small medieval chapel that was 37 years later, in
1934, to become the National Shrine to Our Lady was in
Catholic hands.
I first became aware of the National Shrine as a ‘cradle
Catholic’, and that was the only narrative I initially knew
when first I visited Walsingham. But I believe that this
80th anniversary of establishing of the National Shrine
at Walsingham now also demonstrates what a gift the
Ordinariate is to the Church. For its very existence mirrors
the fascinating tale of how the Shrine was restored and the
diverse group of men and women who made that possible.

©David P Orman

The tale begins with a dig!
The excavation of the original site by its owners in
1854 begins the tale, though the Oxford Movement of
Newman and others from the 1830s provided the context
in which all else occurred. But what I wish to concentrate
on is the ‘cast’ of the ‘play’, one main act of which we
celebrate this year. It is a ‘play’ rather like one of those late
Shakespearean romances where out of curious events and
unlikely characters, a wonderful and ending of harmony and
celebration emerges.
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Fr Arthur Wagner is the first ‘on stage’. He was an
Anglican vicar, and great friend of Newman’s, who altered
a church he was building in Buxted, Sussex, in 1886, to
incorporate a chapel, built to the dimensions of the ancient
Holy House dug up at Walsingham. A former curate of his,
Fr Philip Fletcher, later became a Catholic priest and with an
active Catholic layman, Lister Drummond, founded the Guild
of Our Lady of Ransom in 1887. One of the aims of the Guild
was to assist poor parishes – it still carries out this purpose
– and that is how Fr Fletcher became involved with the
parish priest in King’s Lynn, Fr George Wrigglesworth, who
was looking for funds to restore his ruined Pugin church.
They both decided to incorporate in it a chapel similar to
that at Buxted – which led to the restoration of the Catholic
Shrine at King’s Lynn in 1897.

On 19 August 1897, the first pilgrimage to the newly
built ‘Holy House’ was made. But what happened afterwards
was perhaps even more significant. The next day, a group
took the train to Walsingham and visited the Slipper
Chapel, which was then in the hands of a fervent convert,
Charlotte Boyd. This was the first public pilgrimage to
Walsingham since 1538. Two of the key players – Fr
Fletcher and Charlotte Boyd – were former Anglicans.
The latter eventually bequeathed the Slipper Chapel to
the Benedictines of Downside. Sadly the Chapel remained
unused for the next 30 years as episcopal support was
not then forthcoming and until 1934 all pilgrimages were
directed to the King’s Lynn chapel, with its papal approval.
But then, ‘stage right’ one might say, the final compelling
character of this play enters: a young curate called Alfred
Hope Patten, who in the strangest of coincidences – or not,
given the nature of our almost Shakespearean romance!
– had been a curate at the very Buxted church where the
first ‘Holy House’ had been built. He was an Anglican
Papalist, and a gifted and determined man. Over a number
of years, first as parish priest of St Mary’s, Walsingham, and
then as rector of his rebuilt shrine, Hope Patten restored
pilgrimages direct to Walsingham itself. It is not impossible
to surmise that the success of his endeavours prompted
the final steps that led to the Slipper Chapel becoming the
Catholic National Shrine and its first director, Fr Bruno
Scott-James, being installed there.

Fr Hope Patten became Vicar of St Mary’s, Walsingham,
in 1921. In 1922, he set up a statue in the church of Our
Lady of Walsingham and re-instituted pilgrimages to it. He
‘translated’ this statue in 1931 to a newly built shrine that still
stands – much extended – to this day. (The original site of the
medieval shrine is in private hands, though the grounds with
all that stands of the original and magnificent Priory are often
generously opened to pilgrims and services.)

Friends of the Ordinariate

Ladies of Good Sense
Introducing the LOGS
By Joanna Bogle

A gulf existed between the churches in the 1920s and
30s, with a fierce sense of ‘competition’, as the apologetics
of the time show. It is possible that this rivalry led to the
determination on the part of the Catholic Church to open
its own Shrine in Walsingham – a mere 3 years after Hope
Patten had established his? It is therefore appropriate in
celebrating this year’s anniversary to see it in the context of
the varying endeavours that can now find a common home
in the Ordinariate, and its mission of Christian unity.

The monarchy
But there is a most important epilogue to this tale. Not
only has the pilgrimage and shrine been restored, but more
than once the monarchy, as seen previously from Henry III
to Henry VIII, has played a part. When Fr Wrigglesworth was
trying to restore his church in the 1890s, one of the main
benefactors was the Prince of Wales. In entertaining his
European guests at Sandringham, he was keen they should
enjoy a fitting environment for Sunday Mass. He was one of
the main donors to the church that housed the first shrine.
And as recently as 2010, it was the Duke of Edinburgh who
officially opened a new wing in the Anglican Shrine.
As the understanding of the importance of Our Lady’s
shrine extends and deepens among Christians, making it a
focus and force for unity, it may also become a place where
the temporal powers may again, as they did in centuries
past, draw on the deep well springs of spiritual truth and
identity that underlie England. Perhaps, it is too early to
write an epilogue for this story for we are still living out the
action of the play and as in all good tales, the best is surely
yet to come.

©Oremus

LOGS ... Ladies Of Good Sense. Well, we like to think so. We
are the Ladies Ordinariate Group, and as that sounds
rather formal, we immediately became LOGS and the
name has stuck. We’re based at Precious Blood Church,
London Bridge, and we have members from the Croydon
Ordinariate group and from central London, too.
We’re busy. We’re running a big project for children
in primary schools: the long-term aim is to ensure that every
child in Greater London knows the ‘Our Father’. Speakers at
our regular meetings have included Sister Hyacinthe from
the Dominican sisters. Telling us about ‘Come, follow me’,
the new catechetical scheme for children, and Father James
Clark who has been chaplain at a young offenders unit (we
hope to help with reading schemes/prison visiting). Our
pilgrimages have taken us to Littlemore – where Bl John
Henry Newman was received into the full communion of the
Catholic Church – and to the new Archdiocese of Southwark
Vocations Centre on the coast at Whitstable.
At our meetings we pray the traditional Walsingham
Prayer to Our Lady, and we invoke our LOGS patron saints,
St Agnes, St Michael, Bl John Henry Newman and the newly
canonized St John Paul II (I’ll explain the significance
of those in another feature). We enjoy freshly brewed
coffee and tea, and a lot of cake. We have members who
do beautiful craftwork and you can buy some of the very
attractive things when you visit our stall at the Towards
Advent Festival in November (Westminster Cathedral Hall,
22 November 2015).

We are sometimes (not often!) quiet and are having a
quiet Day of Recollection with nuns in Hampshire in the
summer. We sometimes sing and had a glorious carolsinging at London Bridge station last Christmas and will do
so again this year.
Any Catholic lady who thinks she might enjoy our
meetings is most welcome. Just send an email via the
Friends.
©John Salmon

The Friends of the Ordinariate recently gave the LOGS a
grant towards one of their projects. To contact Joanna,
please write to: dylanparry@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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The Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham
Enriching a Diocesan Parish
By Fr Timothy Finigan

My parish of Our Lady of the
Rosary, Blackfen, has a certain
fame (or notoriety) because
we have one of our Sunday
Masses and one of our weekday
Masses scheduled each week in
the extraordinary form of the
Roman Rite. The introduction
of the traditional Mass resulted
in hearty congratulations and
intense opprobrium, both aired
publicly in the press.
Oddly enough, there was not such a fuss when I
announced that there would also be a regular weekday Mass
according to the Book of Divine Worship, celebrated by Fr
Simon Heans. I have no desire to upset people but it is of
interest to ponder why they were not upset in the same way.
Perhaps it is because the BDW Mass is celebrated in English
but I think that a widespread lack of awareness of the
Ordinariate in Catholic parishes is a significant factor.

Fr Heans also helps me by celebrating one of my regular
weekend Masses in the ordinary form, and by assisting from
time to time as one of the sacred ministers at High Mass in
the usus antiquior. We have also held Catholic Evensong as
our service for the Octave of Prayer for Christian Unity. I
could thus make a claim which some might find surprising,
to be a champion of diversity; personally, I prefer Pope
Benedict’s expression “mutual enrichment.” Evensong
introduced a number of diocesan parishioners from the
Deanery to the beauty of Anglican chant and the language
of prayer which was so influential in the development of
the English language. The very act of praying the Coverdale
psalms, and the prayers of Cranmer that are included in the
BDW challenges the attitude that finds ground for complaint
in the new ICEL translation just because it is not the demotic
English of the street.

The parish has begun to support the Ordinariate through
an annual collection. This year, we are looking forward to the
visit of Mgr Newton to preach at all the Sunday Masses and
help my parishioners to understand the Ordinariate better.
When the idea of the Ordinariate was first made public, I
welcomed it as a generous means by which Anglican clergy
and laity could come into full communion with the Apostolic
See while retaining not only elements of Anglican patrimony,
but also that fellowship which they had known as Anglicans.
I had also known many Anglo-Catholic clergy, some of whom
I helped on their journey to Rome, and had always respected
their orthodoxy in doctrine and their reverent celebration
of the sacred Liturgy. I was therefore keen to support this
means which Pope Benedict generously sanctioned to help
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what could be a difficult path. As a priest, I find it a matter
of particular joy to meet and enjoy the company of priests
of the Ordinariate at gatherings such as those organised by
the Confraternity of Catholic Clergy which they have solidly
supported.

In my own diocese of Southwark, the Ordinariate now
has a significant presence. By means of the positive and
upbeat reporting of Catholic blogs especially, I am able to
benefit from the good example of thriving parishes that
have had the confidence to introduce new ideas both for
the fostering of community within the parish and for the
evangelisation of our secular culture. The Ordinariate does
need to be better understood by diocesan Catholics, both
lay and clerical, but I think that the quiet influence of solid
pastoral life and teaching is having its own effect in helping
all of us within the communion of the Church to be more
confident in our faith and witness, more careful in ensuring
that the worship of God is conducted with decorum, and
more open to the grace of God who can bring about things
we might not have imagined. If we can have Catholic Choral
Evensong, who knows what other surprises the Holy Spirit
may have in store for us?

©Mulier Fortis/www.mulier-fortis.blogspot.com

Fr Timothy Finigan is parish priest of Our Lady of the
Rosary, Blackfen. He is also runs a immensely popular
blog called The Hermeneutic of Continuity (www.thehermeneutic-of-continuity.blogspot.co.uk/). Fr Finigan has
kindly agreed to allow the Friends of the Ordinariate to hold
an appeal in his parish on 13/14 September 2014, during
which Mgr Keith Newton will preach at all Masses.
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The Oxford Ordinariate
Sons of Newman and Dominic working hand in hand
By Fr Daniel Lloyd

It is surely very fitting that there
is an Ordinariate priest living
in Littlemore. Just a couple of
hundred yards from our front
door is Newman’s College, now
in the care of the Sisters of the
Work, the place where Bl John
Henry lived and built what he
called his ‘moné’, and where on
that wild night in 1845 he was
received into the Church by Bl
Dominic Barberi.

Littlemore is now more or less indistinguishable from the
rest of Oxford, but was then a village a short way out from the
city itself. The Ordinariate’s presence in Oxford is based not
in Littlemore, but at Holy Rood on Abingdon Road, which is in
fact at the northernmost point of the Diocese of Portsmouth.
We have a foot in both camps, and a regularly-scheduled
Mass at the Oxford Oratory (over the river, like Littlemore,
in the Archdiocese of Birmingham) keeps us on the radar of
Catholics in two territorial jurisdictions.

Holy Rood is a new church, built in the 1960s, but with
a dedication having a long history in this city. In its latinate
form of St Cross, the title is borne by a former medieval chapel
of ease (now a library), as well as one of the newer colleges.
At Holy Rood, we maintain a regular pattern of weekday
Masses, assisting in the life of the parish and the pastoral
area, and celebrating twice a week in the Ordinariate Use.
On Saturdays, our worship is accompanied by our choir, the
Newman Consort, which provides the best Catholic music
on a SE-NW axis between London and Dublin (we may be
biased, but we defend the assertion!) We pray the office
publicly, too: quietly on a Thursday evening, and at least three
times a year (once in each of the university terms) in solemn
choral splendour in the beautiful priory church of the Holy
Spirit at Blackfriars. The Dominican connection is important:
Blackfriars is where our three seminarians are beginning
their formation by studying philosophy. The priory has been
a good friend to the Ordinariate here, and we are grateful for
the companionship of the sons of St Dominic.
The Oxford congregation is small: here, we were never
the congregation of one large parish church, as is the case
elsewhere in the Ordinariate, but come together from across
the city and beyond. There is also a wide liturgical plurality
in these parts, and it is certainly one place where those who
wished to enter the full communion of the Catholic Church
have long had much encouragement to do so. We do have a
lot of friends, though, both among cradle Catholics and those
former Anglicans who had already made the journey we were
to take. For me, it’s important that we have a presence here,

in a place which is so central to the path so many of us have
now taken. It’s also good that the nature of that presence
allows our clergy to engage as Ordinariate priests in a variety
of apostolates, and our seminarians to have their pastoral
placements in Blackbird Leys, and with the Franciscans at
Greyfriars. They combine, as Newman did while he was here,
academic life with the spiritual service of ordinary folk.

Mgr Andrew Burnham and I are attached to the parishes
of St Mary, East Hendred, and St Patrick, East Ilsley, both rural
Catholic outposts south of Oxford itself. Being in that part of
the world gives a fascinating insight into this country’s postReformation Catholic life. We have not one but two recusant
chapels in the parish, one a medieval domestic chapel at
Hendred House, with its connections to St Thomas More, and
the other at Milton Manor, dating from the eighteenth century,
where Bishop Richard Challoner was a frequent guest. The
two parish churches are equally significant in their own way.
St Mary’s is mid-Victorian, from the period when Catholicism
was beginning to blossom again, in the ‘Second Spring’ of
which Bl John Henry Newman so famously preached. St
Patrick’s is in effect a church plant of the late 1940s, built
to provide spiritually for the community of largely Irish
stable-hands who supported the racehorse training in this
part of Berkshire. It is important for the clergy and people
of the Ordinariate to appreciate this aspect of the patrimony
into which we have entered. We need to know this: we need
to thank God for the noble efforts to keep the faith alive in
times of persecution, and the ordinary people without whose
labours, generosity and prayers there would be no Catholic
churches in which we could minister.
Here, as elsewhere, the life of a priest of the Ordinariate
is very much like that of any other Catholic priest. We
baptise and we bury. We say Mass, and we absolve. There
are weddings, prayer groups, a Catholic primary school,
catechism for the older children and adults. There is music to
look after, there are sermons to write and prayers to be said.
My own studies continue – a Licenciate in Sacred Theology
beckons this autumn (on, I hope, the Church’s theology of
marriage as expressed in her liturgies – including ours). It is
impossible to divorce any of this labour in the vineyard from
our Ordinariate identity and our Anglican patrimony.
Fr Daniel Lloyd is an Ordinariate priest based with the
Oxford Ordinariate mission. He is currently helping the
Friends of the Ordinariate by visiting Catholic parishes to
make appeals on our behalf. If you are a priest and would
like to invite Fr Daniel to make an appeal at your church
please contact Dylan Parry:
dylanparry@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
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Fusing Two Fine Traditions
A union of Catholicism and Anglicanism
By Colin Mawby KSG

The Catholic Church is often seen as a monolithic
organisation which allows of no diversity. This is totally
untrue: it consists of many traditions and these give
the Church a great part of its culture. The Ordinariate
established by Pope Benedict is another example of
the Church welcoming another tradition: its cross
fertilization with Rome could result in great things.
The Ordinariate springs from a magnificent background
and the experience of its members has much to offer
the Catholic Church. There are many potential areas
of cooperation and I will concentrate on three: music,
language and liturgy. There is much to learn through
dialogue and I have no doubt that the inspiration
of Catholicism will have a tremendous effect on the
spirituality of the Ordinariate.

The music associated with the
Anglican communion is of immense
value and its choral tradition
is unique. Its choir schools and
cathedral choirs are an inspiration
to many thousands of worshippers.
Standards of performance are
usually first class and there is
no equivalent to be found in any
other European country. How
wonderful it is to attend Evensong
and listen to great music superbly
sung, I remember hearing Byrd’s
Civitas Sancti Tui at Evensong in
Westminster Abbey and being deeply
moved or even riveted by its beauty. How amazing it is that so
many of our cities and towns are privileged to have daily sung
Evensong. The Catholic Church cannot recreate the Anglican
Choral Tradition but it can learn much from the members of
the Ordinariate who were educated in it.
The Corpus of Anglican liturgical music is enormous. I am
not convinced that it all fits into the Catholic ethos, but this
is something to explore. The best is the equal of any Catholic
composition but a fair amount is of poorer quality. The
unique feature of Catholic liturgical music is its deep sense
of spirituality. This is, however, rarely present in Anglican
composition. Just as we can learn from the Anglican tradition,
Anglicans can learn a great deal from the mastery to be found
in Catholic liturgical music.
Unequalled musical tradition

The Ordinariate comes from an unequalled musical
tradition and it has much to share with the Catholic Church.
Anglicans respect their music and musicians, unfortunately,
most Catholics do not! If we could imitate this attitude of
respect the Ordinariate would have an extraordinary effect on
Catholic music. It offers knowledge of a great cultural heritage
and this is coupled with an appreciation of the value of those
who work in it.
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The Ordinariate comes from a great tradition of hymns,
both their singing and composition. The repertoire of Anglican
hymnody is far greater than its Catholic equivalent. It has a
nobility that is rarely to be found in our own – can we equal
Vaughan Williams’s For all the Saints or Parry’s Dear Lord
and Father of Mankind? No, we emphatically cannot! Some
contemporary Catholic hymns have fine texts but many do
not. The Ordinariate can teach us much about hymns and
their texts. The Catholic Church does, however, have a great
collection of Gregorian chant; unfortunately it is rarely heard
in our liturgy but nevertheless it is spiritually and musically
unique. The Ordinariate may well seek to incorporate the best
and sing it on a regular basis. If this is so, Catholic musicians
can be of assistance. There can be no doubt that well sung
chant raises liturgical celebration to a much higher level: it
injects a deep sense of worship into Worship! Psalmody is
another area in which we can cooperate. Anglican chants are an
attractive and musical way of psalm singing. There are a great
number and most would certainly fit into the Catholic liturgy.
Both traditions have much to learn from each other.
I would like to see regular meetings between Catholic
musicians and those of the Ordinariate. Liturgical composition
could well benefit from this. A fusion of the Anglican and
Catholic styles could well lead to music ideally suited to
both liturgies. The combination of spirituality and technical
excellence is something that many composers strive to achieve.
So much contemporary Catholic music is second rate and banal
– a way needs to be found of escaping from this morass. We
need to replace badly played guitars with instrumental playing
of quality. Good guitar playing could be an excellent addition
to worship but incompetent strumming is unworthy of our
liturgy. It annoys people and achieves nothing.
The most important thing to learn from the Ordinariate
is how to show respect for our great tradition. Most of our
heritage has been cast aside – iconoclasm on a vast scale.
When Catholics develop the same respect for their music as
the Anglicans have for theirs a great step forward will have
been taken, a step that could well lead to the reintroduction
of much that has been lost. Cross-fertilization of our two
traditions can only result in a progressive and welcome
development of our liturgical music.

Sacral language is another area in which the Catholic
Church can learn from the Ordinariate. So much of the
thought behind the language of the established church comes
from the writings of the medieval mystics, I have striven
hard to understand the poetry of St John of the Cross but
find it extremely difficult: it is written in Spanish, is founded
in Spanish mysticism and I read it in translation. The great
advantage of Julian of Norwich is that she writes and thinks in
English, it makes her work so much easier to understand. The
King James Bible, Coverdale’s translation of the psalms and
Cranmer’s fine prose are of great spiritual and literary value.
Listening to the prophecies of Isaiah in the noble language of
the King James Bible is infinitely preferable to hearing them
read in the matter of fact words of the Jerusalem version.

Friends of the Ordinariate

Translations of the Mass have been bedeviled by the
perverse insistence on having one version for all English
speaking countries – our own use of the English language
is far different to American English. The demand for an
exact translation of the Latin has inevitably produced
some extremely obscure phrases. I would like to see our
own literary scholars and those of the Ordinariate making
a translation in the tradition of the great Anglican prose.
Cardinal Heenan tried to persuade Evelyn Waugh to translate
the Mass texts but he refused. The English Catholic Church
needs the input of writers of his calibre so that a translation
of impact and beauty can be written, one that springs from
English medieval mysticism and the use of noble hieratic
language. Let us pray that this will eventually happen.

Liturgical usage is another area to discuss. I often attend
Evensong and am always struck by its reverence: God
rather than man is being worshipped. This results from a
combination of language, music and simplicity of ritual.
Catholics can surely learn from this. Our own Mass has
witnessed some highly eccentric modes of celebration. I know
a priest who at his Sunday childrens’ Mass would announce
the ‘Mystery of Faith’ and then declaim “Three cheers for
God. Hip, hip”; again, I played the organ at a Requiem where
a relative, at the conclusion of his Eulogy, proclaimed: “Three
cheers for the corpse – hip, hip”. He then said: “That wasn’t
loud enough, let’s do it again and raise the roof”. I trust these
occurrences are rare.
The move to make parish liturgy popular has failed
Much parish liturgy is unsatisfactory. The move to make
it popular has failed – it has annoyed many but has had little
other effect. We need to analyse what is good about the
Ordinariate’s worship
and work out how it can
be incorporated into our
own.
The founding of the
Ordinariate offers great
opportunities to its
members and also the
English Catholic Church.
Our cooperation might
well lead to a liturgy
that offers beauty and
simplicity, a worthy and
viable antidote to the
rampant secularism
that infects English society. As St Paul might have written: “If
we work with the Ordinariate, root out the mediocrity to be
found in our liturgy, Christ will shine on us.”
Colin Mawby is a former Master of Music at Westminster
Cathedral and is an acclaimed organist, conductor and
composer.

From the Administrator
Databases!
By Judi Broadhurst

As soon as the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham was founded, the charity Friends of the
Ordinariate (FOTO) was set up and I was asked by
the then Chairman if I would help with some of the
administration by handling the cheques we were
expecting. As I wanted to do everything I could do to
help, I accepted gladly.
At first, after an advert was put into the Catholic Herald,
cheques started to arrive at my home and I was excited that
this venture was working. Working from home, I was not
sure how to set up some sort of order so that cheques could
be recorded for the charity. I first of all designed a database,
which was difficult because I wasn’t sure what information
would be needed in the future, but knew I could add new
fields to the database as we went on. If anyone knows how
databases work, it became difficult to design, but I managed
to have everything the Committee wanted.
Meetings were set up for the Committee and, as I was
not a Trustee, I did not expect to go along – but it soon
became apparent that access to data was vitally important
to give the Trustees some idea of our financial situation
and numbers of ‘Friends’ we had on our database. As the
appointed Treasurer resigned it was left to me to pay
invoices online and keep the statements from the bank.
It was good to be doing something for the Ordinariate!

A new Fundraiser, Catherine Utley, was appointed and
was able to organise several events for FOTO, and then a
new Treasurer, Roger Walkely, was appointed. He was soon
able to keep the Committee up to date with the financial
situation, which was a great relief to me. As the data is
easily sorted into donors, standing orders, etc, I believe the
database is very useful. In the first year we managed to raise
over £100,000. The fundraising that we do as Friends of the
Ordinariate provides essential financial assistance to the
Personal Ordinariate itself.
I have enjoyed doing my bit without pay for the Friends
of the Ordinariate and hope and pray that it will help the
Ordinariate itself to continue and grow.
The Friends of the Ordinariate was established in 2011 as
a charity that encourages diocesan Catholics and others to
support the work and mission of the Personal Ordinariate
of Our Lady of Walsingham.
If you would like to help us provide material and practical
support for the Ordinariate, please send cheques made
payable to ‘Friends of the Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham’ to the Administrator, Judi Broadhurst, at this
address:
Friends of the Ordinariate of OLW, 19 Spencelayh Close,
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire NN8 4UU. Alternatively,
please see our website for more ways to donate:
www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/donate/
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Recent Events

Friends of the Ordinariate
Music was provided by the church’s outstanding choir
and included Charles Stanford’s Evening Service in G, Richard
Ayleward’s Responses, Henry Balfour Gardiner’s Evening
Hymn, Gioacchino Rossini’s O salutaris hostia, Maurice
Durufle’s Tantum ergo and Gregorio Allegri’s Adoramus in
aeternum.
The Church of Our Lady of the Assumption and
St Gregory, Warwick St, is dedicated to the life of the
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham and is its
principal church. The Friends of the Ordinariate helped
promote the Service.

Friends’ Epiphany Carol Service

On Thursday 9 January, the Friends of the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham held their
annual candlelit Epiphany Carol Service at Our Lady
of the Assumption and St Gregory’s Church, Warwick
Street (London, W1).

Mgr Newton preaches at Brentwood
Cathedral
The Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham, Mgr Keith Newton, preached at all Masses
in Brentwood Cathedral on Sunday 30 March. His visit
formed part of a wider Friends of the Ordinariate
appeal, which took place in the parish on the same day.
Mgr Newton had been invited to preach at the Cathedral
by the Rt Revd Thomas McMahon, Bishop of Brentwood, and
Fr Martin Boland, Dean of Brentwood Cathedral. As well as
preaching at all the Masses, the leader of the Ordinariate
also celebrated the 11.30am Solemn Mass.
During his homily, Mgr Newton said: “It is a particular
joy for me to be here at Brentwood Cathedral as I used to
live in the Diocese and know it well. I’m also pleased to be
here as 8 priests of the Ordinariate are based in the Diocese
of Brentwood, of which 7 look after diocesan parishes.” He
added: “[The Ordinariate] has received so much support
from both Bishop Thomas and the Diocese. I hope you can
also see how much we contribute to diocesan life.”

Solemn Evensong and Benediction
for Candlemas

On Sunday 2 February, the Feast of the Presentation
of the Lord, Fr Anthony Watkins of the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham led Solemn
Evensong and gave Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament at the Church of Our Lady of the Assumption
and St Gregory, Warwick St (London, W1). He was
assisted by Deacon James Patrick, who also preached
the sermon.
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The Service was led by the Ordinary and featured
readings drawn from British Christian classics as well as
seasonal lessons from the Scriptures. The Service concluded
with Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament and prayers
of thanksgiving for the establishment of the Personal
Ordinariate, which was founded nearly three years ago to
the day.

Guest readers at the Carol Service included the journalist,
Christopher Howse, politician, Sir Edward Leigh MP, and
Headmaster of the Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School, Paul
Stubbings. In a change to the advertised programme, Mother
Winsome of the newly erected Ordinariate monastery of the
Sisters of the Blessed Virgin Mary travelled especially to the
event to read G K Chesterton’s The Wise Men. The Gospel
readings were read by Ordinariate clergy, including Fr David
Skeoch, Mgr John Broadhurst, and the Ordinary.
During a short address, Mgr Newton thanked all present,
especially the Friends, for supporting the work and mission
of the Ordinariate. He also welcomed the many guests who
were there for the event, and spoke of the great joy he felt
in welcoming Mother Winsome to the Service, especially as
he had only just erected the monastery to which she belongs
on 1 January. Music was provided by the highly acclaimed
Schola Cantorum of the Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School.

Friends of the Ordinariate

Please support the Friends of the Ordinariate
How to Donate:
The Friends of the Ordinariate support the work
and mission of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady
of Walsingham by providing financial and practical
assistance. We warmly invite all those who share
in the Holy See’s vision of Christian unity and who
wish to see the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of
Walsingham succeed to support us by making a financial
donation. All are welcome to support the Friends
of the Ordinariate, be they cradle Catholics, former
members of the Church of England, or those who remain
within the Anglican tradition but want the Ordinariate
initiative to flourish.
Standing Orders
The Friends encourage supporters to set up regular
Standing Orders so that we can plan for the future on
the basis of a regular, predictable, income. That does not
exclude, of course, the possibility of providing one-off
donations, which are most welcome.

All those who agree to set up an annual Standing Order
of £50.00 or more will receive two newsletters a year and
will also be invited to Friends events. They will also be sent
regular updates via email. Those who donate over £500.00
will be invited to events with Mgr Newton and the Trustees.
To support the Ordinariate by Standing Order, please
visit our website and fill in the Standing Order form on
the ‘Donate’ page and, if you are a UK tax payer, the Gift
Aid certificate, too. www.friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/
donate/

Legacies
It is hoped that the work of the Personal Ordinariate of Our
Lady of Walsingham will continue for many years to come
and so we would ask that you remember the Friends of the
Ordinariate when you come to write or update your Will.
Legacies often form the backbone of any charity and we are
grateful to all those who have remembered us in their Wills.
PayPal
A PayPal button is available on the Friends of the
Ordinariate website for all those who would like to make an
instant and secure payment to our PayPal account. Please
visit our ‘Donate’ page for more details and to make a
payment. www. friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk/donate/
Cheques
If you would like to support our work by making a donation
via cheque, please make cheques payable to ‘Friends of the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham’ and send to:
The Administrator
Friends of the Ordinariate of OLW
19 Spencelayh Close
Wellingborough
Northamptonshire
NN8 4UU

Bank Transfer
Here are our Bank Details if you would rather donate by
BACS / bank transfer
Bank: Lloyds Bank plc
Sort code: 30-90-69
Account no: 22689660
Name: Friends of the Ordinariate

If you have any queries about the above, please do not
hesitate to contact Dylan Parry:
dylanparry@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk

Some Dates for your Diaries…

The rest of this year promises to be a busy one for the
Friends of the Ordinariate, as we continue to visit various
churches and parishes up and down the country, making
appeals and raising awareness of the Ordinariate among
the wider Catholic community. We will be visiting several
Catholic cathedrals this year, together with Mgr Keith
Newton, at the kind invitation of their bishops and deans.
Many dates are yet to be confirmed, so please keep an eye
on the Friends’ website for updates.
Cathedral and parish visits
On 26/27 July, the Ordinary will preach at all Masses in
the Cathedral Church of St John’s, Portsmouth.
On 14/15 September, the Ordinary will preach at all
Masses in Our Lady of the Rosary Church, Blackfen (Kent)
Other cathedrals we hope to visit this year are: St John’s
Cathedral, Norwich; Shrewsbury Cathedral; Plymouth
Cathedral; and the Cathedral Church of
St Chad’s, Birmingham.
Also, Fr Daniel Lloyd and Dylan Parry are scheduled to
lead appeals at various parishes throughout the UK in the
coming weeks. Please visit the Friends of the Ordinariate
website (Events page) for more details.
Portuguese Mass at Warwick Street
On Sunday 15 June, the Portuguese Ambassaor to the
United Kingdom and other members of the Portuguese
community in London will attend the 10.30am Mass at
Our Lady of the Assumption and St Gregory, Warwick
Street. The event is part of efforts to restore the church’s
historic links with the Portuguese Embassy in London –
a project that is keenly supported by the Chairman of the
Friends of the Ordinariate.
Summer Party at the Apostolic Nunciature
His Excellency Archbishop Antonio Mennini, the
Apostolic Nuncio to Great Britain, has kindly agreed for
The Friends of the Ordinariate to host a Summer Party
at the Apostolic Nunciature in Wimbledon. This special
event will take place on 10 June.
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What is the Anglican Patrimony?
A reflection in two parts: Part I
By Anthony M J L Delarue

In this two-part reflection on the Anglican Patrimony and the Ordinariate, Anthony Delarue, who was recently asked by
the Friends of the Ordinariate to assist with the implementation of the liturgy and the training of servers at the Church
of Our Lady of the Assumption and St Gregory, Warwick Street, explores the history and development of the Anglican
Patrimony as well as what it has to offer the universal Church through the life and mission of the Personal Ordinariate
of Our Lady of Walsingham. The first part concentrates on liturgy, vesture and posture and kneeling. The second half,
which will be published in the next Friends of the Ordinariate Newsletter, will concentrate on language and music.

The Ordinariate structure, as set up by the Holy Father
Pope Benedict XVI in the Apostolic Constitution,
Anglicanorum coetibus, has a unique character: it
is the first autonomous community to have been
granted its own liturgy since the Middle Ages. Even
more extraordinary is that, in common with the
liturgies of the great religious Orders of the past,
and the various dioceses and provinces which have
liturgies of their own, this liturgy is indeed the fruit
not of prescription, but of nearly half a millennium
of traditional development, built upon a liturgical
use dating from the apostolic days of these islands.
Ironically, the only “made up” parts of it are those which
have been borrowed from the Novus Ordo, namely the
alternative offertory prayers and the acclamations after
the Consecration. It is this continuity of the Ordinariate
Use, notwithstanding that a long part of this has been
outside the Church, which allowed the commission
which prepared it to work so quickly, for it is a to a great
extent a codification of living liturgies.
To participate in this Tradition makes the privilege
all the greater to have been asked to assist with the
implementation of the liturgy and the training of servers at
the Assumption, Warwick Street.

Having served at the altar most of my life, my significant
liturgical formation came at Holy Redeemer Clerkenwell
in the early 1980’s. This followed six months as a student
in Florence and Rome, which made Holy Redeemer’s
glorious architecture feel very much like home; it is a free
copy of Santo Spirito in Florence by the architect John
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Dando Sedding. Holy Redeemer was a deciding factor in my
conversion a few years later, due to the excellence of Father
Peter Laister’s teaching, it is very sad that he himself never
made the journey. It had a fine tradition of conversions,
both lay and clergy, indeed all but a few of Father Dick
Neville Chamberlin’s and Father Laister’s curates left to
become Catholics, most as priests. A later vicar, Father, now
Monsignor, Jeremy Fairhead, is now parish priest of Saint
George’s Sudbury, a church substantially designed by its first
parish priest, the convert clergyman Father Clement Lloyd
Russell, as an example of English liturgical best practice, and
as a model of Sarum tradition in art, music and vestments,
in the Catholic world. Father Russell was, in a sense, a
prototype of the Ordinariate, though he sailed very close to
the wind in liturgical law!
My time at Holy Redeemer saw the last days of the
English Missal, a book which contained a complete
translation of the Roman Missal interwoven with much of
the Book of Common Prayer. In the Ordinariate Use one
finds much that is uncannily familiar.

The English Missal had been translated in the first
decade of the 20th century at Holy Trinity, Hoxton, and
published in 1912. There was another book, The Anglican
Missal of 1921, which was much less Roman, and resembles
closely the more widely known American Anglican Missal,
which indeed derived from it. It was in still in use in several
London Parishes in the 1980s, but I believe no longer.
Amongst these was St Mark’s Regent’s Park, with its fine
Comper fittings, a long-time centre of Anglican liturgical
purity.

Here, however, one must sound a loud warning: the
Ordinariate Use is truly Anglican, and it is truly Catholic, but
it is not Anglo-Catholic. A very clear part of the Patrimony
is the broad church of liturgical practice – the absolute and
non-negotiable is doctrine, not ecclesiastical custom. In
practice, this has already led some clergy to discover that
the Use will not please everyone. One group will object
because the liturgy feels far too Anglican for what they have
been accustomed to in the Church of England, with any
Prayer Book elements smacking of perfidious Protestantism;
for others the incense and ritualism of the rubrics makes it
an uncomfortable departure from the comforts of the Book
of Common Prayer or Common Worship which they have
known and loved. The interpretation of the Ordinariate
liturgy must be a synthesis of all these traditions – Anglo-
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Catholic, High Church, Prayer Book, the cathedral tradition
– and for this exercise, indeed, we have 150 years of tolerant
Anglican example to help us.
If one may be allowed a small amount of indulgent
humour at the expense of many of our new Ordinariate
brethren, while rejoicing deeply with them and for them in
the new fullness of their Faith, one might observe that after
a lifetime trying to be Roman, many now find themselves
Romans trying to be Anglican. It may perhaps be all a bit
confusing.

Over the last quarter-century the Church of England
has abandoned much of its traditions, Anglo-Catholics
have adopted the 1970 Roman Missal, with many of its
less edifying attendant practices; Evensong has all but
disappeared from normal parish life; solid rural parishes
with a tradition of Mattins and Monthly Holy Communion
have abandoned the rites which they are bound by Law to
observe, and have emptied their pews, before ripping them
out, with a succession of charismatic creations; the English
musical tradition has been widely replaced by meaningless
banalities at one end and Romanising polyphony at the
other, and a series of experimental and compromised
official liturgies have destroyed that stability which is the
bedrock of good liturgical practice. Those of us who trod the
path to Rome a generation ago, and escaped much of this,
maybe have some help to offer from our memories and later
experiences.
Influences and Traditions
The Ordinariate use must be approached, I think,
through the eyes of its legislator, Pope Benedict XVI. He had,
as a man of learning and as a fine musician, a great love for
that Englishness which he had met at Oxford, the Anglican
church of Pusey, Dearmer, Stanford and Parry.

There are several influences upon late 20th century
Anglican liturgical practice (I say 20th century advisedly, as
what may have come later is no longer part of the legitimate
patrimony of Anglicanorum coetibus). Firstly there are the
archaeological developments of the 19th century, essentially
romantic rather than dogmatic, which began almost as an
aesthetic movement with Pugin, nursed by the Tractarians in
a valiant attempt to give it dogmatic legitimacy, an exercise
made redundant by Newman, but to which many continued
to cling; and ritually codified by the academic researches of
Percy Dearmer. There followed a great flowering of art and
architecture, of sculpture and embroidery of vestments, the
legacy of which lives on in nearly every town around the
country. Allied to these is the later romantic influence of
Ralph Vaughan-Williams and his work on the Office Hymns,
and the glorious English Hymnal, one of the greatest gifts of
the Church of England to European culture, which sought to
reunite an English Catholic tradition with its folk progenitor,
a link broken for 400 hundred years.
Secondly however, and quite separately, there was an
aesthetic northern French influence in the inter-War years,
a period of great Catholic liturgical vigour, which was
brought to these shores quite accidentally by the summer
holidays of High-Church clergy, a custom which continued
until very recently. It was this which informed the aesthetic
of many of our Anglo-Catholic churches, with gothic and

baroque artefacts collected from convents in France and
the Low Countries. They brought an instant tradition, and
the semblance of continuity, in much the same way as
the contemporary flowering of the English county house
interior.

Then there was a third related factor: the eyes turned
to Rome, those who at great effort worked to bring
translations of Roman liturgies to underscore their belief
in the Catholicity of the Church of England, clergymen who
affected the address of Father and the biretta; even these,
of course, were heavily influenced by France, the closest
place to see Roman Catholicism in action in the days before
mass travel. Much Anglican practice, from the decoration of
Marian shrines, the form and additiments of processions,
the manner of incensations, the way of ringing Mass bells, is
imported from the gallicanised Rome of France rather than
the purer Rome of the Eternal City.

Sarum
There is, of course very little in practice which is Sarum
in the Prayer Book. The texts of many of the prayers yes,
though most of these were themselves merely variants of
Roman texts. Those ritual elaborations which were a feature
of the Sarum use, and which shared much with the Gallican
rites, were all expunged by the reformers.
It is interesting though that there are so many
similarities between the Sarum use and the Dominican rite.
They share a greater complexity that the Roman Missal,
particularly at the offertory, and more elaborate ceremonial.
One shared detail which is correctly used in the Anglican
tradition (and which should not be Romanised away) is the
use of the processional cross for the Gospel procession. Of
course in the early 20th century, and particularly in Oxford,
Anglicans were perhaps more exposed to the Dominican
rite, and it is here that so many conversions were made.
The gaunt English beauty of Blackfriars, so much in the
Dominican tradition, seems to me something which can
well inform development in the Ordinariate, a beauty which
appeals widely across the spectrum of those who have come
into the Ordinariate from various Anglican backgrounds. It
may also, perhaps, appeal to that broader group of lapsed
Catholics which Pope Francis has committed to the care
of the Ordinariate clergy. We could do worse than to let
this spirit inform the development, and away from the
often prissy accretions of some parts of the Anglo-Catholic
movement.
The Parson’s Handbook
In 1899, Percy Dearmer
published “The Parson’s
Handbook”, a wonderful piece
of English Romanticism. He was
vicar of St Mary’s, Primrose Hill,
and furnished his church as a
role-model of good practice,
in a way which others were
doing at much the same time,
both Anglican and Catholic, not
least Fr Adrian Fortescue in
Letchworth, and Father Russell
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in Sudbury, as mentioned above. Notwithstanding the great
learning it contains, in a way its greatest value is as an
encapsulation of that spirit of Englishness which I believe
is the part most worthy of preservation of this Tradition. It
continued in various editions until 1965.

Dearmer attempts to synthesise Sarum use (insofar as it
had then been studied), the Tudor Prayer Book, the Anglican
Canons, and parliamentary legislation, with post CounterReformation liturgical codification. Where angels fear to
tread! As a convincing liturgical argument it is bound to
fail, and the application of Roman legislation to Cranmer’s
Prayer Book rites strikes the modern reader as whimsical to
say the least.
Vesture
Among his liturgical arguments, Dearmer lays great
emphasis on vesture, and this is an area where he provides
a very academic appreciation of Anglican customs which
were indeed being lost at the time at which he was writing.
Much of the traditional dress we now wrongly associate
with the Protestant divines and the more austere aspects of
the Reformation is in fact in direct succession to the clothing
of their pre-Reformation counterparts, as early paintings
of, for example, St John Fisher, will make clear. Tippet,
scarf, hood, the full rochet, these are all Catholic vestments,
known to the martyrs of the Reformation. Vesture is a field
where much has been lost in the liturgical changes since the
1970s, not only of course in the Catholic Church, but those
changes which have also corrupted Anglican practice with
foreign and modernist artistic movements. The restorations
(for we may fairly call them that) of the late 19th and early
20th centuries have been all but lost, in shapeless chasubles
and in the horrible and abusive use of alb and stole for
everything, which destroys their very significance.

We should, I argue, pay great attention to the restoration of
the externals of Anglican use liturgy: semi-gothic vestments,
woven orphreys, apparelled albs and amices, full surplices,
and indeed, the pre-Reformation “Anglican” shape of
cassock. Why should the Ordinariate clergy dress like other
diocesan Roman priests? There is age-old precedent for
religious congregations to have their own choir and street
dress. Oratorians and Redemptorists, both congregations of
secular priests, retain their own habit, both, indeed, much
earlier than the Roman soutane, and related to the Anglican
cassock with their practical open skirts. A challenge, Fathers.
Posture and Kneeling
An area, perhaps, taken as read by the early Anglican
ritualists, is the question of posture, particularly kneeling.
In few areas do variations in custom distinguish the
churchmanship of the Anglican so clearly. Nevertheless,
there are some rules, customary to the Prayer Book, and
codified in the Ordinariate Use, which regulate this practice,
and more importantly distinguish it from the Roman. In the
Novus Ordo, kneeling is never the posture of public spoken
prayer, other than the Consecration. In the traditional
Roman Mass, kneeling is usual for the collects and prayers
only in violet and black Masses. In the Anglican tradition,
High Anglicans tend to follow Roman practice, Prayer Book
Anglicans to kneel for all public prayer – “Let us pray”
is a signal to kneel. The Ordinariate use respects these
traditions: kneeling is prescribed for those parts of the Mass
where it is Prayer Book custom: the General Confession, the
Prayer of Humble Access, the General Thanksgiving. This
seems to be causing great confusion in the congregations!
It seems to me that local Ordinariate communities are free
to kneel or stand for the collect and prayers following their
customary churchmanship.
It should also be remembered that the Ordinariate Use
does not derive any of its structure from the Novus Ordo, so
retains also the kneeling at the Confiteor and the prayers
at the foot of the altar at the beginning of Mass, and the
genuflection in the Creed, and in the Last Gospel. Indeed
genuflections will come at other places in the Propers
of the Mass at mention of the Holy Name. It is important
that the entire congregation observe these, they are not
some pious option but an inherent part of the Rite of Mass.
Genuflections should be made sensibly in the traditional
way during Mass when moving past the Tabernacle. There
is no ground for adopting the “beginning and end only”
genuflections of the modern Roman Missal, as at least
one Ordinariate priest has already argued in his blog.
Equally, the fussiness of excessive ritualism and too many
genuflections is also to be avoided.

To be deplored is the modern Roman practice of standing
willy-nilly, even during the Consecration, which smacks of
indifferentism, and the pious Anglican slouch while sitting,
which speaks of a lack of faith verging on boredom.
To be continued in the next issue of the Friends’ Newsletter.
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Friends of the Ordinariate’s visit to Darlington
The Darlington Ordinariate, headed by Fr Ian Grieves,
invited Dylan Parry to visit their group in Gainford,
County Durham, over the weekend of 5/6 April.
During the weekend, Fr Grieves confirmed two members
of the congregation who were Catholic but had not yet
completed the rites of initiation. Since Pope Francis
amended the Apostolic Constitution Anglicanorum coetibus
last year, the Personal Ordinariates have been granted
a special faculty whereby baptised Catholics who have
reached adulthood without having been confirmed may join
an Ordinariate for former Anglicans and complete the rites
of initiation within that structure.
After his visit Dylan said: “The Darlington Ordinariate
is an extremely successful and very welcoming group,
with about 70 to 80 members, most of whom are former
members of St James’s Anglican church in Darlington. They
now meet at St Osmund’s Church in Gainford – a small,
peaceful, village on the banks of the River Tees.

“The Group
made me feel
very welcome and
it was amazing
to witness the
Anglican patrimony
made real among
its members. It
was a wonderful
experience to see
priest and people
working so hard to make the Ordinariate a reality in County
Durham and North Yorkshire.”
He added: “The Darlington Group is also extremely
organised and self-sufficient, has a fantastic music
programme, a full professional choir, and meets in a lovely
old church in the village of Gainford, Co Durham. They
cover their priest’s stipend and also support local events
and charities. They host fundraising events, which are also
‘village events’, every other week or so, and Fr Grieves is
very much seen as the local parish priest for the whole of
Gainford.”
Speaking of the Sunday morning Ordinariate Mass, he
said: “The liturgy was superb, the choir amazing, and very
‘Anglican’ – lots of beautiful hymns and a whole AngloCatholic atmosphere. Truly wonderful!”

Earlier in the
week, members of
the Group held a
Lenten lunch and
raised £150 for
the Friends of the
Ordinariate, which
Fr Grieves handed to
Dylan after Mass. The
weekend visit ended
with a celebratory lunch at a local Tea Room, called Howeys,
which was hosted by members of the Group.
If you ever happen to be in Gainford, why not visit the
Darlington Ordinariate Group? You will most certainly be
made to feel welcome, and there is so much on offer: both
spiritual and social!
The Darlington Ordinariate Group has its own website:
www.darlingtonordinariate.weebly.com/

Refurshishing Warwick
Street’s Historic Pipe Organ
By Jonathan Kingston

The historic pipe
organ at Our Lady
of the Assumption
and St Gregory,
Warwick Street, is
currently undergoing
refurbishment
to ensure its
preservation for
future generations.
The heart of the
instrument – its
huge, central wind reservoir – was carefully removed for
releathering and repair, which was last done circa 1960 by
the Mander organ company of London. This existing part was
riddled with holes and provided an unstable supply to the
organ’s historic pipe work. Wind pressure will therefore be
restored in order to allow the organ’s three manual and pedal
departments to speak properly without undue wind loss and
pitch sag.
Gary Owens Ltd of Brecon has undertaken the work and
currently holds the tuning and maintenance contract for the
organ. Once the reservoir is returned, the whole instrument
will be tuned and tonally balanced as well as some remedial
work undertaken to the console stop action, and it is
estimated the work will take between 5 and 6 weeks.
Jonathan Kingston is the Associate Director of Music at
Warwick Street.
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Would you like to
become a Friend
of the Ordinariate?

The Friends of the Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham was
established in 2011 to assist with the work of the newly erected
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham through
practical and financial support. It was also established in order
to raise awareness of the Personal Ordinariate’s life and mission
within the wider Catholic community.
The Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham was
established by Benedict XVI on 15 January 2011.

It is a special structure within the Catholic Church which allows
former Anglicans to enter into full communion with the Pope while
also retaining many of the treasures and gifts of their Anglican
heritage. The Ordinariate groups and religious communities
which have so far been set up in England and Wales represent an
important development in the work of promoting Christian unity
and a fundamental part of the New Evangelisation in England
and Wales.

The Friends is a separate charity from the Personal Ordinariate of
Our Lady of Walsingham, with its own trustees, but we work closely
with the Ordinary of the Personal Ordinariate, Monsignor Keith
Newton, to identify areas where the Friends can be of assistance.
Mgr Newton is also the President of the Friends.
The Friends of the Ordinariate charity gratefully receives donations
from individuals and organisations who share in the Holy See’s
vision of Christian unity, which has been made manifest in the
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham.

If you would like to help the Friends of the Ordinariate in our work
of supporting the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham,
or would like to know more about our work or about the Personal
Ordinariate of Our Lady of Walsingham, please complete the form
below and send it to: Friends of the Ordinariate,
c/o 24 Golden Square, London W1F 9JR or to The Administrator,
Friends of the Ordinariate of OLW, 19 Spencelayh Close,
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, NN8 4UU
or email: admin@friendsoftheordinariate.org.uk
Cheques made payable to ‘Friends of the Ordinariate’.
Title
Surname

First name (s)
Address

Post code

Telephone
Email

Please tick:

I wish to know more about the work
of the Friends by regular email updates

I enclose a cheque as a donation towards the work
of the Friends £
Please send me a gift-aid form

